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Abstract

Purpose of review

The treatment of cystic fibrosis (CF) with CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) modulators continues to develop at a fast pace. These compounds are potentially disease modifying but are only available to certain patient subsets based on genotype. This review discusses the role of theratyping in CF and the potential to assess all patients’ response to current and emerging therapies.

Recent findings

There are limitations to treatment determined by mutation as variable clinical response to CFTR modulators has been observed within the same genotype. Patients with rare mutations not currently licensed for CFTR modulator therapy, have demonstrated response to these medications. Patient specific cellular models called organoids can be used to demonstrate response to different CFTR modulators in vitro prior to their clinical application and represent a method of theratyping.

Summary

Theratyping charts patients’ clinical response to different treatments on an individual basis. This overcomes the limitations of genotype being used to predict response to individual therapies and includes all patients regardless of mutation. The use of organoids in high throughput screening allows numerous compounds to be tested on patient specific tissue pre-clinically. This could lead to the extension of theratyping beyond CFTR modulators.
Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life limiting autosomal recessive condition caused by mutations in the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene. The CFTR gene codes for a chloride and bicarbonate anion transporter found on the apical surface of epithelium of the respiratory, gastrointestinal and reproductive systems and over 2000 mutations have been identified to date [1,2]. Mutations lead to either non-functioning or reduced CFTR protein and therefore defective Cl− and HCO3− secretion and increased Na+ absorption. This results in the production of thick, acidified secretions which in turn leads to chronic inflammation, infection, tissue death and multi organ disease [3]. Given the wide range of mutations and resulting phenotypes, this review discusses the role of theratyping in profiling patients’ response to different treatments.

Current CFTR classification system

There are currently six major classes of mutations according to the primary defect in the CFTR or subsequent protein function, see table 1 [3,4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class I</th>
<th>Class II</th>
<th>Class III</th>
<th>Class IV</th>
<th>Class V</th>
<th>Class VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of CFTR synthesis due to mutations generating premature stop codons</td>
<td>CFTR protein folding disrupted or reduced preventing trafficking to the surface</td>
<td>Lack of or reduced CFTR channel opening at the cell surface. ‘Gating defect’</td>
<td>CFTR protein structure deformed restricting movement of chloride ions through the pore channel- ‘Conductance defect’</td>
<td>Extreme reduction in production of normal CFTR protein, leading to reduced channel numbers</td>
<td>Accelerated turnover of functional CFTR protein at the cell surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification system for mutations in cystic fibrosis. This table explains how different mutations in cystic fibrosis are sub divided into 6 groups according to the subsequent effects on CFTR [4].

There are limitations to the current classification system, as single mutations may have multiple class effects. F508del (c.1521_1523delCTT) has been traditionally labelled as a class II mutation [5]. However, the CFTR that does reach the apical cell surface also has defective chloride channel gating and increased channel turnover therefore displaying class III and VI features [6]. P67L (c.200C>T) was initially identified as a class IV mutation, supported by a milder phenotype of pancreatic sufficiency, delayed onset of symptoms,
but also the potential for moderate lung disease [7]. A study by Sabusap et al [8**] identified that P67L demonstrated maturation, trafficking and gating (Class II and III) defects but the absence of any conductance (class IV) defect. Additionally W1282X (c.3846G>A), a class I mutation, also possesses folding (class II) and gating defects (class III) [9,10**].

A modified classification system has been produced exploring the multiplicity of CFTR mutation dysfunction. This includes the original 6 classes plus 26 of the known different combinations; however, the number of variables may limit its clinical application [10**].

CFTR modulators have the potential to be disease modifying and life prolonging. Although they represent an exciting time in the treatment of CF they have, to date, targeted specific mutations based on the classification system described above.

**CFTR modulator therapy**

CFTR modulators are a group of molecules, discovered by high throughput screening, that act to modify the underlying defect in the CFTR protein itself or its processing [11]. They are subdivided into potentiators, correctors or read through agents (RTAs).

Potentiators increase the flow of chloride ions through the CFTR channels by increasing their open channel probability and therefore target patients with Class III mutations [12]. Clinical trials investigating the effects of Ivacaftor (VX-770, Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Boston, Massachusetts, US) on the most common gating mutation, G551D (c.1652G>A), demonstrated an absolute 10.6% increase in Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV₁), 55% decrease in exacerbations and an improved quality of life and nutritional status [13]. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved use of Ivacaftor in a further 9 class III mutations, R117H (c.350G>A) and an additional 23 residual function mutations allowing up to 10% of people with CF (PWCF) potential access to this treatment [11,14*].

Correctors repair defective CFTR by facilitating correct folding, processing by the cellular quality control systems and delivery to the apical membrane for functioning [15]. They are aimed at class II mutations particularly F508del. Two phase III trials, TRAFFIC and TRANSPORT, investigated the effects of Lumacaftor-Ivacaftor (Vertex Pharmaceuticals) on patients homozygous for F508del and showed significant but modest
absolute improvements of 3-4% in FEV1 [16]. Recent trials have shown a 4% increase in FEV1 in patients homozygous for F508del in the Tezacaftor-Ivacaftor (Vertex Pharmaceuticals) group compared to the placebo group with decreased pulmonary exacerbation rates [17*]. There are now additional pharmaceutical companies with a developing CFTR modulator pipeline that include, Flately Discovery Laboratories, Galápagos and Proteostasis Therapeutics Inc (PTI).

Early in the development of CFTR correctors it was acknowledged that a single agent had an upper limit or ‘therapeutic ceiling’ as to how much CFTR function could be restored [12]. However, this limit could be extended by using multiple correctors that target different defects in CFTR trafficking. Correctors can be differentiated into two different categories, C1 (such as tezacaftor and lumacaftor) which targets early folding of defective CFTR and C2, which works synergistically with the former to further augment CFTR restoration [18]. A C1 and C2 corrector combination with a potentiator forms the basis of triple therapy [18]. PTI have developed PTI-428 (Proteostasis Therapeutics, Boston, Massachusetts, US) a novel and first in class CFTR amplifier with the potential as an add-on therapy to established CFTR treatment. This mutation agnostic compound is undergoing current clinical evaluation [19].

RTAs are aimed at patients with class I mutations. These compounds allow ribosomal read through of the premature stop codons that would otherwise result in truncated, non-functional protein which are removed from the cell via nonsense mediated decay (NMD) [20,21]. This group of mutations account for 5-10% of patients with CF [20]. Unfortunately, phase III trials of a promising RTA, Ataluren (PTC Therapeutics, South Plainfield, New Jersey, USA) failed to demonstrate clinical benefit [22]. However a new RTA, ELX-02 (Eloxx Pharmaceuticals, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA), is currently under clinical development. Treatment with this compound has demonstrated increased ion transport in fischer rat thyroid (FRT) epithelial cells transfected with CFTRG542X (c.1624G>T) or CFTRR1162X (c.3484C>T) and Human Bronchial Epithelial (HBE) cells derived from a CF patient with a single class I mutation. Its effects are further augmented with the addition of VX-770 in these cellular models and it has also restored CFTR function in G542X transgenic mice [23].

However, variability in response to CFTR modulators even within the same mutation cohort is recognised. PWCF with rarer mutations, not explored in clinical trials, also respond to currently available CFTR
modulators [8**]. A functional classification by collation of mutations based on response to current and new treatments irrespective of their current class could address some of these challenges and extend their application to all PWCF.

**Theratyping as a solution**

Theratyping aligns genotypes by their response to differing CFTR modulators (individually or in combination) thereby negating the challenges of using mutational class as a predictor of their efficacy [10**,24,25]. This concept could expand the number of mutations treatable by a particular drug, especially for patients with rarer mutations. However, traditional randomised clinical trials (RCTs) assess drug efficacy via large standardised populations with restrictive inclusion and exclusion criteria. The absolute numbers of patients with rarer mutations would not populate a RCT and their relative exclusion from CFTR drug development programmes has resulted in considerable frustration within the CF community. Novel strategies outside the established RCT model are therefore required to test the effects of these treatments.

FRT and primary nasal epithelial cells with the mutation P67L demonstrated a response to a combination of CFTR modulators, Ivacaftor and Lumacaftor [8**]. It is also likely that combinations of potentiators and correctors have some *in vitro* effect on class I mutations involving primary cultures of cells produced from nasal brushings from a patient homozygous for the mutation W1282X [26]. Some PWCF and residual CFTR function have increased chloride current in human nasal epithelial cell cultures and decreased sweat chloride concentration in response to Ivacaftor treatment [27]. The authors suggested that these “N-of-1” studies could be used to investigate the effect of CFTR modulators in PWCF with varying phenotypes and genotypes. Ultimately, these studies could be cohorted into umbrella and basket trials potentially speeding up access to therapy.

The 2017 FDA approval of Ivacaftor for the treatment of additional CFTR mutations was a pivotal decision based, in part, on the use of in-vitro data and not solely on RCT outcomes. This alternative approach by a regulatory body acknowledged the challenges of establishing an evidence base in a changing CF landscape [28].
Theratyping using organoids

Organoids are closed, three dimensional, epithelial cell structures with the apical membrane facing the internal lumen and have multiple crypt domains which contain stem cells [29]. Crypts obtained from rectal biopsies are cultured to produce intestinal organoids that serve to replicate in vivo tissue. CFTR is expressed at the apical membrane of the crypt cells allowing the passage of fluid and electrolytes into the centre of the organoid [29]. This method can produce large amounts of patient specific epithelial tissue and allows the measurement of CFTR function or can be stored for subsequent use [30].

When the c-AMP activator, forskolin, is added to intestinal organoids it produces rapid expansion due to accumulation of fluid in the lumen, which is totally dependent on CFTR function [31]. Forskolin-induced swelling (FIS) quantitatively correlates with CFTR function, as rapid FIS was observed in healthy control organoids, absent FIS in patients with CFTR null alleles, reduced FIS in milder CFTR mutations and strongly reduced FIS in organoids with severe CFTR mutations. This correlated with sweat chloride and intestinal current measurement as established biomarkers of CFTR function [31-33]. FIS is observed when CFTR function is restored in CF organoids with the addition of CFTR modulators and allows the assessment of individual drug responses [32]. FIS correlates with clinical improvements in FEV1 when assessing patients treated with CFTR modulators for the same mutation and could therefore be used to help predict in vivo response to CFTR modulators [29, 32]. It has also been observed that there is variation in FIS amongst organoids originating from the same genotype, particularly F508del homozygotes, indicating that organoids replicate the other cellular systems determining phenotype other than just the defined CFTR mutation [34**]. Rectal biopsies are well tolerated by individuals and large amounts of tissue subsequently generated can be stored in liquid nitrogen for future testing as novel treatments become available [30,35]. However, it is recognised that intestinal epithelium may not fully represent the activity seen in the airways to these compounds [34**].

A European clinical trial, HIT-CF, will obtain rectal biopsies from PWCF with rare mutations [36]. Organoid response to differing CFTR modulators will identify a patient cohort to be selected for a clinical trial of therapy. The aim is to develop ‘personalised treatments’ for PWCF allowing those with rare CFTR mutations access to treatment with the potential to extend to other rare genetic diseases.
Basal cells found in the airways can form tracheospheres or bronchospheres when cultured in a 3D extracellular matrix layer [37]. These organoids consist of a layer of basal cells with differentiated ciliated and goblet cells on the luminal side. Stem cells from alveoli can also develop into alveolar spheroids capturing the properties of multiple differentiated cells present in the lower airways [38]. Nasal spheroids have been developed from tissue samples obtained from nasal curettage [39*]. Nasal epithelium cell (NEC) spheroids displayed FIS with functional CFTR. The degree of swelling correlated with CFTR correction in F508del homozygotes using Ivacaftor and lumacaftor [39*]. However, challenges arise with the narrow dynamic range of FIS between complete and absent CFTR function and the short survival of these organoids [39*]. In addition, invasive procedures are necessary to obtain the samples required and may be contaminated with multi drug resistant organisms [40].

Berical et al. [41] recently developed bronchospheres from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) developed from peripheral blood mononucleated cells from patients with cystic fibrosis with F508del and rarer genotypes. They were able to demonstrate FIS swelling in wild type bronchospheres, no swelling in F508del organoids and restoration of FIS swelling following correction of a single F508del allele [41]. Developing organoids from iPSC rather than from biopsy allows organoids to be produced without the need for invasive procedures [42]. The replicative potential of these cell types enables a large amount of epithelium to be accessed in future, as new treatments become available [43]. Limitations of this process include the complexity, expense and time consuming nature of the protocols required [43].

**Gene therapy and gene editing**

Gene therapy has been a focus of considerable research but has not yet resulted in a clinical therapy [44]. The aim is to safely and efficiently deliver CFTR cDNA to the airway epithelium to allow CFTR expression and has the potential to be a future treatment [45]. Challenges include finding suitable vectors (either viral or non-viral), reducing the immunogenicity of treatment and achieving adequate CFTR gene expression in the lung [44]. A phase IIb trial assessing the clinical efficacy of CFTR gene-liposome complex pGM169/GL67A against 0.9% saline (placebo) showed a modest but significant 3.7% increase in FEV₁.
compared with placebo at 12 months. This however, represented a stabilisation in FEV₁ within the
treatment group rather than an improvement [46].

Gene editing can also be used to correct mutations in the CFTR gene by repairing the underlying DNA.
CRISPR/Cas9 technology consists of guide RNA (gRNA) to identify specific nucleotide sequences and an
endonuclease (Cas9) which cleaves DNA to enable gene editing [47]. Intestinal organoids carrying F508del
have demonstrated FIS, similar to non CF organoids, following correction by CRISPR/Cas9 compared with
cells that have not undergone repair [48]. Gene editing has therefore the potential as a future therapy but
challenges remains with the methodology and frequency of delivery.

Conclusions

Theratyping is a method of profiling patients according to their response to current and potential future
therapies. The aim is to include all PWCF in testing and therefore access to medications for all who could
benefit. This could avoid the challenges of variable response to CFTR modulators within the same genotype
and allows access to potentially disease modifying treatment for those with rare genotypes. Organoids
provide a pre-clinical platform to theratyping by assessing response to a range of CFTR modulators.
Although the application of intestinal organoids is at a relatively advanced stage of development, the in
vitro response may not fully correlate with clinical outcomes. Airway organoids are a potential solution to
this issue, but their development is still in a proof-of-concept stage. Further studies are required to
determine the threshold of organoid swelling that correlates with meaningful clinical outcomes to the
patient. The future of theratyping could expand beyond response to CFTR modulators and explore
epigenetic, inflammatory and microbiome profiling leading to a multifaceted, personalised approach to
treatment for PWCF.

Key points

• CF is caused by mutations in the CFTR gene and are currently grouped into six classes according to the
  presumed resulting defect in CFTR protein.

• There are limitations to this classification system, as mutations can have multiple class effects.
• There are varying responses to CFTR modulators within the same genotype and patients with rare mutations do not have access to these therapies.

• Theratyping assesses patients’ response to treatments regardless of mutation.

• Organoids can be used as a guide to clinical response to CFTR modulators and ensure all patients have potential access to disease modifying treatment.
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